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Dear Delegates, 

Hello, and welcome to the Secretary-General’s Ad-Hoc at FLCS IX! My name is Sloan 
Stephens, and I am honored to be your Director for this committee!  I hope that this 
experience will challenge you as a delegate in ways that you haven’t seen before, and 
I hope that we have a whole bunch of fun along the way. I am a senior at UF majoring 
in International Studies with a concentration in Europe and Music, and I have spent 
most of my college career toiling away in a MUN committee one way or another. I 
have directed at the past two iterations of FLCS (La Résistance at VII and the Spring 
Break Ad-Hoc at VIII), I currently serve on our team’s Executive Board, and I run our 
delegate trainings, so I hope that I can use that expertise to run a great committee for 
you all. This will be my last staffing experience, so I plan to make it count!

The Ad-Hoc this year will be the Bilderberg Group in present-day, dealing with 
the variety of threats to free society that both Americans and Europeans face. The 
Bilderbergs are quite the mysterious group, so we are going to take some creative 
liberties to make sure that we can have the most impact on world events that we can. 
You all will have incredibly stacked portfolio powers, as is the high-profile nature of 
the group itself, and I sure hope that you can put them to good use! In crisis expect to 
be thrown a variety of challenging and entertaining updates, and as a director there 
is nothing I value more than creativity in the back room from both the staff and the 
delegates! In last year’s Ad-Hoc we made it pretty crazy, and while there will probably 
be less parties on the beach, expect a whole different kind of crazy in this committee 
as you try to save Western civilization as we know it. I can’t wait to see you all at this 
year’s Bilderberg Meetings!

Regards,
 
Sloan Stephens 
Director
The Secretary-General’s Ad-Hoc
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History of the Bilderberg Meetings

The Bilderberg Meetings have been a staple of transatlantic cooperation for more than half of 
a century. The idea for such meetings originated in the 1940s and 50s, with Polish politician-
in-exile Jozef Retinger. Having served in the London exile government during World War 
II and witnessing his homeland fall to the influence of communism once the war ended, he 
felt strongly about the need to maintain peace in Europe and the West so that other nations 
would not suffer the same fate. To this end, he was one of the founders of the European 
Movement, which pushed for European integration and, later, for the development of the 
European Union. 

Another growing trend in the aftermath of World War II was anti-Americanism, despite 
the incredible efforts the United States undertook to rebuild Western Europe after the war. 
Retinger was one of many who saw value in Europe’s relationship with the United States, 
and he took matters into his own hands to make sure it was maintained. In doing so, he 
reached out to Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, consort to the Dutch Queen Juliana. The 
two men, along with Belgian Prime Minister Paul Van Zeeland and CEO of consumer goods 
company Unilever, Paul Rijkens, decided to stage an international conference filled with 
European and American attendees. These high-profile guests included prominent members 
of royal families, politicians, CEOs of major corporations, financiers, and other influential 
figures of the time. The purpose of this summit was to promote an idea that would be known 
as Atlanticism, or a strong cooperation between the US, Canada, and Western Europe. 

Atlanticism was a stark contrast to the potential 
outcome of Western Europe fending for itself in 
the geopolitical landscape. At the time of the first 
summit in 1954, Cold War tensions were high and 
many Europeans looked to secure the backing of 
the US going forward. Needless to say, the summit 
was a success, and the founders began to shift 
towards hosting the conference annually. The 
first meeting, from which the conference gains its 
namesake, was held at the Hotel de Bilderberg in 
Oosterbeek, Netherlands. 

Throughout the Cold War and into the modern era, the Bilderberg Meetings have continued 
to occur annually, bringing together important figures from across the Atlantic. In fact, the 
meeting has been held every year since, with one exception. That outlier was in 1976, when 
Prince Bernhard got involved in controversy when the Lockheed Martin bribery scandal 
became public information. Despite that hiccup, the summit has attracted some of the world’s 
most famous figures over the years. In fact, many of the most famous Bilderbergers often 
attended the meetings before their ascent to the highest levels of power, often suggesting 
some sort of relationship between the two. Some of the most important attendees from past 
years include:
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Royalty:
- King Phillippe of Belgium
- Prince Philip of England 
- King Harald V of Norway
- Juan Carlos I of Spain
Politicians:
- 5 Canadian Prime Ministers (including Stephen Harper and Pierre Trudeau)
- 2 French Presidents (Georges Pompidou and Emmanuel Macron)
- 2 German Chancellors (Helmut Schmidt and Angela Merkel)
- European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso
- 6 British Prime Ministers (including Margaret Thatcher, Tony Blair, and David Cameron)
- UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
- Dozens of U.S. Senators and Cabinet Secretaries (including Hillary Clinton, John Kerry, 
Condoleeza Rice, Rick Perry, and Henry Kissinger)
Financiers:
- Mark Carney (Bank of England and Bank of Canada)
- Henri de Castries (AXA)
- Multiple European Central Bank Presidents
- Multiple Chairs of the Federal Reserve (Ben Bernake and Paul Volcker)
CEOs:
- Michael O’Leary (Ryanair)
- John Elkann (Fiat)
- Peter Brabeck (Nestle)
- Lord Browne (BP)
- Bill Gates (Microsoft) 
- Louis Gerstner (IBM)
- Peter Thiel (Thiel Capital)
- Tom Enders (Airbus)
Media:
- George Stephanopolous (ABC)
- Erik Izraelewicz  (Le Monde)
- Peter Mansbridge (CBC)

Structure and Traditions

Since their founding decades ago, the Bilderberg Meetings have been steeped in tradition and 
secrecy, more so than other international conferences. While the majority of the Bilderberg 
Meetings’ structure and history is unknown, the organizers have previously posted some 
information on the events online and have answered questions posed by the media.

The Bilderberg Group is not a heavily organized group in terms of hierarchy and rank, as 
there are only a few organizing officials compared to the large number of attendees. Each 
year’s meetings are organized by the Steering Committee, which is comprised of around 40 
members from 20 countries in Europe and North America. The Steering Committee’s job 
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is to organize the logistics and the program of the event, 
which includes planning everything from choosing the 
host country, the hotel, the guest list, the security, to the 
report that is only given out to members at the end. Steering 
Committee members are elected to a four year term and can 
be re-elected by the general body of attendees. The Steering 
Committee also maintains a small office in the Netherlands 
for biannual meetings and logistics support for the meetings. 
The expenses of the meetings often come down to the host 
country and related corporations who happen to be friendly 
to the Bilderberg cause, many of which send their CEOs 
to attend. The Steering committee elects a chairman from 
within their ranks to oversee their efforts, and the current 
holder of this position is Henri de Castries, former CEO 
of French firm AXA. While the Steering Committee is 

responsible for logistical setup and the adoption of the program, they have little influence on 
the actual debates and deals that occur at these meetings. 
 
The main Bilderberg Meetings operate with an open agenda filled with several of the world’s 
most pressing issues. The agenda, published only days before the conference begins, shifts 
each year based on recent world events and other important issues. No resolutions are passed 
and there are no legal implications on any of the major points brought up in the discussions, 
but the idea is to share viewpoints and gain greater context when it comes to transatlantic 
problems. The Bilderberg Group has never published any concluding findings or a report 
stating their policy views, as they remain completely neutral as an entity and only serve as a 
forum for discussion among its members. 
 
Bilderberg Meetings operate on a policy known as the Chatham House Rule, which, 
according to their website, “states that participants are free to use the information received, 
but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s) nor any other participant may 
be revealed.” The purpose of the Chatham House Rule is twofold: to maintain secrecy of 
the group and to ensure an open dialogue in the discussions. The rule, created by a London 
think tank knicknamed “Chatham House” in the early 20th century, allows for politicians 

and CEOs like those present at Bilderberg to talk 
in complete confidence and without fear of public 
repercussion. In terms of this committee, the 
Chatham House Rule will be enforced in a couple 
of ways in order to maintain secrecy of the group. 
First, all committee directives will be anonymous, 
in that actions will be taken by the group and 
will not name particular individuals within the 
meeting. Delegates will still write directives with 
sponsor names for parliamentary procedure’s 
sake, but the clauses themselves should not 
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allude to the identities of the committee members or any revealing information about the 
source of the actions. Second, any attempt through crisis notes to break the Chatham House 
Rule (for example, by leaking a name to the press linked with an action: “Person A was the 
one who did…”) will not be allowed to succeed by the back room. This rule is perhaps the 
Bilderberg Group’s most defining feature, and we here in the crisis room plan to abide by it 
for the duration of the committee. 

Outside Views of Bilderberg 

Because of the secrecy and security surrounding 
Bilderberg, views about the organization range 
from benign to full-blown conspiracy. The 
meeting is closed to reporting journalists, who 
are not accredited for the sake of maintaining 
privacy. There used to be press conferences until 
the 1990s, but they were discontinued, and now 
the main way that Bilderberg communicates 
with the world is through their under-developed 
website. The group has never actively sought media attention, and would prefer privacy if 
completely possible, but the ever-growing presence of media across the globe is making that 
more difficult than ever. Due to many of these factors, the group has constantly been the 
target of criticism for lacking transparency and accountability. 

Bilderberg has often been the target of conspiracy theories from all across the political 
spectrum. Right-wing fanatical media outlets often proclaim that the group is a secret “one 
world government” that functions like a Deep State and makes all of the serious political 
decisions worldwide. At the same time, radical leftist thinkers have accused Bilderberg of 
being a mechanism to ensure capitalist domination of the world economy and expanding 
the wealth of the rich. Needless to say, there are many different angles in which people like 
to protest the group. One of the most famous protesters is InfoWars personality Alex Jones, 
who has been known to show up outside the gates of Bilderberg meetings with a mob of 
followers. While the incidents have never been anything but screaming, he represents a large 
part of the population that is becoming increasingly fed up with the establishment, which in 
their eyes is represented by Bilderberg attendees. 

Conspiracy theorists also point to the Bilderberg Group’s role in the facilitation of many past 
world events. Some of the earliest conspiracies date back to the 1960s, when people spread 
rumors that American domestic political parties were secretly controlled by an internationalist 
elite trying to push global communism. Others believe that Bilderberg attendees secretly had 
been planning the integration of the European Union decades ahead of time and used their 
influence to usher it into existence. Many of the theories are assisted by the fact that Bilderberg 
attendees often find themselves rising to higher political offices or gaining increasing wealth 
years after they attend the meetings. For example, Bill Clinton and Tony Blair both attended 
meetings in the early 1990s, before they rose to become the leaders of their countries. This 
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phenomenon is not uncommon and is commonly exploited by conspiracy theorists. 

What does the Bilderberg group have to say in response to these theories? They categorically 
deny any higher capabilities of the group and maintain that it is solely for discussion. A previous 
Steering Committee chair, Étienne Davingnon, publicly stated, “There will always be people 
who believe in conspiracies, but things happen in a much more incoherent fashion...When 
people say this is a secret government of the world I say that if we were a secret government 
of the world we should be bloody ashamed of ourselves.” 

What is Bilderberg’s Mission?

The concept of the Bilderberg Meeting is of course to facilitate dialogue about the western 
world’s foremost issues and challenges. However, there’s actually more to it than that. From 
this point on in the background guide, we discuss more about Bilderberg’s secret connections, 
motives, aspirations, and capabilities, which extend far beyond what the public is aware of. 
As an attendee of the Bilderberg Meetings, you now have an important role in shaping the 
world in the near future. 

At its core, Bilderberg wishes to promote Atlanticism between the United States and 
Europe, to ensure basic freedoms and prosperity in the Western world, and to promote the 
continuation of these ideals into the future. However, due to the increasing threats posed to 
freedom and democracy throughout the world, the Steering Committee has decided that this 
year’s meetings will be the first to involve more than just informal discussions. At this year’s 
Bilderberg Meetings, the group will be actively working to fend off these challenges and to  
maintain the ideals the group was founded on, by any means necessary. 

The roster for this year’s meetings was picked due to the cast’s wide range of political and 
social beliefs, backgrounds, and areas of influence. They will have to put their massive wealth 
and power to good use. Bilderberg members will have to utilize their standing to gain influence 
with the right people, work together to combine their abilities into a united front, and be the 
first line of resistance to the world’s most pressing issues. And yet, the most important part of 
the puzzle is to remain in the shadows, operating without the world taking notice. In essence, 
the Bilderberg Group needs to become the Deep State that saves Western society as we know 
it. 

What is a “Deep State”?
 
The concept of a “Deep State” is frequently mentioned in conspiracy circles and has even 
made occasional appearances in the mainstream vernacular, but is still unknown to many 
people. Political scientists and other experts have generally considered a Deep State to be 
“individuals and institutions who exercise power independent of—and sometimes over—
civilian political leaders.”1 Usually this concept applies more directly in young democracies, 
quasi-authoritarian states, and other government bodies which are nominally democratic but 

1  https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/09/05/deep-state-real-cia-fbi-intelligence-215537 
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lack true decision-making power. Additionally, militaries often assume “Deep State” status 
when the top generals begin to make political decisions and replace civilian leaders erratically. 
However, the presence of a Deep State in Western democracies is much less obvious and much 
more controversial. Many believe that the fundamental trust in democratic institutions and 
the power of voting in Western society make a Deep State impossible, but others believe that 
the influence that a small group of powerful individuals have on Western society is profound 
yet entirely hidden to the public eye. 

Concerning the United States government, people have differing opinions on the existence 
of a Deep State and in what ways it could hypothetically be implemented. In a March 2018 
poll, when asked if a Deep State exists, many Americans were unfamiliar with the term but 
upon clarification said that it probably (47%) or definitely (27%) exists.2 This data suggests 
that while many Americans are slightly suspicious of their governing bodies, they have no 
idea exactly why or to what degree they believe foul play is involved. Various groups and 
organizations are often considered part of the Deep State, all of which vehemently deny it. 
The Intelligence Community is perhaps the most cited group due to their secrecy, presumed 
power, and political independence. The Trump administration has even publicly denounced 
the Intelligence Community and has continuously distrusted it due to the president’s fears of 
ulterior motives. Interest groups like Big Pharma, the fossil fuel industry, and the tech giants 
are also thought to wield large amounts of influence in politics. The media and the people at 
large are also seen as possible “fourth branches” of government that operate outside of the 
Constitution. 

Europeans experience the same skepticism of politics and also wonder about the presence 
of a Deep State. In Britain, for example, politicians have always been suspicious of the Civil 
Service, government employees who form most of the bureaucracy, espousing rhetoric that 
paints a division between full-time, hired government employees and those who are elected. 
This idea that people who maintain longevity in government service have ulterior motives 
compared to elected officials is a common theme in European discourse, where public support 
for institutions is not always high. Additionally, secret societies have made their mark on 
European society for centuries, dating back to the Rosicrucians and recently manifesting 
in Masonic lodges. The Propaganda Due lodge in Italy was called a Deep State mechanism 
during the 20th century due to its powerful member base, and it has been connected to many 
different mysteries over the course of Italian history. 

The Bilderberg Group, due to its important attendees and high level of secrecy, is often 
likened to a Deep State. While in its past iterations this was not within the capabilities of the 
meetings, the roster of attendees has gained significant influence over time, and the network 
of connected individuals has grown. The Steering Committee hopes that, due to the crises 
which will be discussed later, the Group can begin to exert Deep State-type pressure on society 
at-large, in order to make sure that the world does not plunge into chaos. The infrastructure 
and support for these efforts do not exist in large amounts yet, so the group will have to work 
together to amass power, influence, and connections to start making a global impact in a 
variety of ways. 
2  https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/19/politics/americans-skeptical-government-poll/index.html
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How Bilderberg can influence Global Politics

In order to accomplish such a daunting task, committee members will have to use a myriad 
of methods to change the world on a global scale. Considering the massive amount of 
power within the room, it will be up to delegates to expand that power and combine it to 
create the necessary actions that will be needed as crisis updates pour in. Some of the most 
important ways that Bilderberg can achieve that mission are by infiltrating various political 
and international institutions, by using their financial and business acumen to sway global 
finance, and by using the power of media and technology to their favor. All the while, of 
course, they will have to cover their tracks along the way, or the entire project could be in 
danger. 

One of the most prominent ways the committee can influence world events is by targeting 
institutions that are directly responsible for governance. Whether on a local, national, or 
international level, these bodies in both the public and private sector hold a lot of influence 
in the creation of policy and the electoral futures of many Western countries. While current 
members of the committee already have significant power in some of these political areas, 
some of the most important power players are still unaccounted for, and it would be very 
useful to grow Bilderberg’s influence there. 

Perhaps the most obvious institutions that are ripe for infiltration are political bodies in the 
United States and Europe. All areas of the political system in these countries are constantly 
under pressure from interest groups, and lobbying has become a multi-billion dollar industry 
on both sides of the Atlantic. In the United States, major centers of power include all three 
federal branches of government, the Republican and Democratic National Committees, and 
the various Cabinet departments located in Washington, DC. Since the inauguration of Donald 
Trump in 2017, the Executive Branch has seen high turnover in a number of important posts, 
meaning that there will likely be many opportunities to place Bilderberg allies in some of these 
positions. Congress, meanwhile, is full of power-hungry legislators either seeking to move 
up within their party, challenge the Republican or Democrat majority, or make a name for 
themselves for future elections. Perhaps some of the most important players in the political 
machine are the party national committees, and both the Democratic and Republican parties 
have expressed some grievances with the current political situation and have significant sway 
in the way politics plays out. Finally, the government would not be able to function without 
the many Cabinet departments located in DC, such as the Department of State, Department 
of Energy, and Department of the Treasury, and each of these have thousands of employees 
who may not always agree with what the administration’s policies are. 

In Europe, the main political forces include the national parliaments of most countries 
and the various institutions of the European Union (EU) in Brussels. In contrast to the 
United States, European legislatures often have several different parties represented, and 
coalition governments between parties often form to rule the country. Thus, with more 
parties that have an active voice, there are more groups that can be of use to the Bilderberg 
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Group. It is also not unheard of for new political parties to be formed. Another peculiarity 
of many European governments is that snap elections can be called by the prime minister, 
prompting an immediate nationwide vote instead of sticking to the schedule. Snap elections 
have been known to either strengthen a party’s majority or dissolve it entirely, so they are 
known as risky but valuable political moves. On the supranational level, the EU’s main 
areas of power are the European Parliament (consisting of directly-elected representatives) 
and the European Commission (a technocratic body with one member per country that is 
appointed). The Parliament’s coalitions are supranational “European party” groups that 
consist of several national parties working together; just as on the national level, different 
supranational parties often have to form coalitions to rule. The Commission is unique in its 
power to introduce legislation as an “executive” body, and its members serve similarly to US 
Cabinet secretaries, giving them lots of power over various policy areas. The president of the 
European Commission is often seen as the “head” of the EU, and while their power is smaller 
than national heads of state, they are very much responsible for maintaining the EU and have 
significant influence in political affairs. 

Another very important area that can be infiltrated and influenced by the Bilderberg agenda 
is the security sector, mainly within the defense complex and intelligence community. 
The militaries of the United States, Canada, and many European nations form the NATO 
alliance, which after emerging victorious in the Cold War has worked to promote freedom 
and democracy around the world. The US military of course makes up a majority of NATO’s 
power,and has a very prominent place within American society and politics. Billions of dollars 
are spent on research and development through the Department of Defense, and the military’s 
logistical and financial power allows it to do basically anything, as long as it gets the rubber 
stamp from the government. Additionally, the combined militaries of European nations are 
no joke either, especially from nuclear powers such as Britain and France. Maintaining the 
NATO alliance is one of the cornerstones of Atlanticism, and winning over these factions will 
be key for Bilderberg members. 

Perhaps one of the most mysterious, yet extremely valuable, areas where Bilderberg can 
exert influence is the intelligence community. Responsible for the collection and analysis of 
information that is valuable to governments, agencies like the CIA and FBI in the US, MI5 and 
MI6 in the UK, and BND in Germany have a presence in all corners of the world. Intelligence 
agencies place a large emphasis on secrecy both in their covert operations and their protection 
of data, which bodes well for discrete organizations like Bilderberg. Many of the intelligence 
agencies across the Western world share information with each other, especially the “Five 
Eyes” group (US, UK, Canada, Australia, New Zealand). Covert (meaning the action can be 
noticed but not be traced back to an aggressor) and clandestine (meaning the action can’t be 
noticed at all) operations are one of the biggest ways governments influence world politics, 
and some agencies (notably the CIA) have even been suspected of going rogue in the past. 
Gaining access to the power and information that these intelligence agencies possess would 
be a major coup for the Bilderberg agenda. 

The private sector must not be forgotten as large corporations and industries often have 
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significant interest in politics. Many of the world’s largest companies spend millions of 
dollars in lobbying each year, and whole industries will work together to influence politics 
so that their profits continue to grow (think the tech giants or the fossil fuel industry). While 
business executives often have long-standing relationships with politicians, they are often 
known to change their minds when a better deal comes along. When considering the power 
that different industries ultimately play in society, having the private sector on your side 
is not something to forget about. Additionally, the military-industrial complex is a gigantic 
industry that intersects private enterprise with national security, and entertaining the bosses 
at companies like Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and Raytheon could provide major benefits. 

Outside of politics, the members of Bilderberg often come from vast wealth and financial 
acumen, and using their business powers in the global marketplace could have significant 
effects on Western society. Many Americans and Europeans often look to financial indicators 
to see whether the economy is thriving (and thus their leaders are doing a good job). These 
indicators, such as the Dow Jones index, S&P 500, and macroeconomic measures like GDP 
growth and unemployment, all are impacted in various ways by the largest companies and 
billionaires. In the finance industry, powerful asset management firms control vast sums of 
money and can have a significant impact on the economy. Large businesses, such as those on 
the Dow Jones, often lead the trends in their respective fields and can really turn an industry 
upside down with radical changes. All of these aspects of the business world and the finance 
industry have real impacts on the day-to-day lives of citizens, which Bilderberg members 
should keep in mind. 

Almost nothing reaches the lives of citizens in the Western world without the media, which 
makes the media one of the most important factors in creating meaningful change. In today’s 
increasingly digital world, people from all over North America and Europe are glued to their 
phones, computers, and TVs all the time. Media today comes in all shapes and sizes, and 
with that comes various biases that media outlets frame each day’s news stories in. American 
media tends to lean left more often than not (albeit with some powerful exceptions like Fox 
News and the Wall Street Journal), while media outlets in the UK lean mostly to the right (e.g. 
The Sun and the Daily Mail). Regardless of bias, news media has an extremely large impact 
on how people receive information and formulate their opinions. Adding on to that, the 
development of social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have radically 
transformed how people interact, congregate, and spend their time. Many people even get 
the majority of their news from social media, and the power of social media to rapidly spread 
ideas has been used to the benefit of many activists and interest groups. Capitalizing on the 
power of media is something that the Bilderberg members must do in order to succeed. 

When trying to exert influence on various aspects of society, the Bilderberg Group must be 
extremely careful to remain in the shadows while doing their work. The entire point of the 
Deep State is to change the world around you without anyone realize who is changing it, and 
if members are sloppy about covering their tracks that mission could be derailed. Everyone 
from mainstream media outlets to crazy conspiracy theorists like Alex Jones could catch on 
to small details and leak stories to the masses. Methods like technological manipulation, 
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clandestine action, or even bribery (you are all very wealthy after all) will be paramount to 
maintaining the secrecy that Bilderberg needs to survive. Hiding in the shadows also means 
letting others not directly involved with Bilderberg take the personal glory that there is to be 
had in the near future and letting your friend or pen pal do the heavy lifting instead. If the 
delegates can make sure to stay hidden and leave their egos at the door, Bilderberg will be 
highly effective at facing the many threats that it must deal with. 

Current Threats 

What is the purpose of going to great lengths to ensure the stability of Western political systems 
and their Atlanticist focus? It has become necessary to stave off several looming threats, both 
domestic and international, that wish to undermine said systems, and the Bilderberg Group 
is capable of doing so. Ranging from political ideologies to technological changes to foreign 
entities, delegates will face challenges from all sides and will have to respond accordingly. 

Over the course of the past decade, a new wave of right-wing populism has swept across 
Western society, which in the eyes of many has put the future of democracy in danger. In 
the United States, this movement came to a culmination with the election of Donald Trump 
in 2016, largely seen across the country as a major upset. Trump has pulled the Republican 
Party further to the right through his ideology and identity-charged rhetoric, and he has 
received both public and implicit support from factions that many consider to be racist and 
xenophobic. Trump’s foreign policy has largely been defined as “America First,” stepping 
back from free trade deals and various bodies at the United Nations while fraying relations 
with key allies in Europe. Many who share the Atlanticist view see the current administration 
as detrimental to the transatlantic relationship, and many European leaders have expressed 
their concern over these political developments. 

In Europe, meanwhile, right-wing populism is also manifesting itself in the form of quasi-
authoritarian states, new political parties, and controversial referendums. In Eastern Europe, 
where the tradition of democracy is considerably younger than in the West, conservative 
populist leaders are aiming to consolidate power and have developed authoritarian streaks 
on occasion. Most notably, the Visegrad Four (consisting of Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and 
the Czech Republic) have all worked together to consolidate their gains, much to the chagrin 
of the EU and other leaders around the continent. Considering that much of the EU’s future 
lies around consensus and coordination between all member states, the rapidly growing 
division between the populist leaders and the rest of the European political spectrum could 
put the existence of the EU in jeopardy in the near future. 

Another concerning trend that Bilderberg members will need to combat is the increasingly 
popular spread of misinformation across the internet. Many politicians, pundits, and citizens 
alike have viciously attacked mainstream media outlets as “fake news,” resulting in the 
distrust of the media skyrocketing. Those who decry mainstream outlets would rather get 
their information from something or someone that can fuel a like-minded feedback loop, 
such as from a politician they support (like Donald Trump in the US or Nigel Farage in the 
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UK), an ideologically-aligned news network (like Fox News or Breitbart), or from social 
media feeds that have been streamlined through algorithms that show them content that 
they are likely to agree with. These feedback loops and the destruction of civil discourse are 
particularly concerning to the future of politics on both sides of the Atlantic, as Bilderberg 
was founded on principles that are now dying away. Post-truth reporting and commentary 
have also heavily increased the amount of conspiracy theories circling around the internet, 
and controversial figures like Alex Jones of Infowars can be a threat to the security of all 
those involved should these claims go unchecked. 

While many threats to political stability lie within the borders of the US and Europe, foreign 
states and actors also pose serious challenges to Atlantic hegemony. Perhaps the most 
present is Russia, led by Vladimir Putin. Russia is notorious for appearing frequently in 
the news on both sides of the Atlantic as their foreign policy revolves around expanding its 
sphere of influence and undermining American democracy whenever it can. The clearest 
examples of these include invading the Crimean Peninsula in 2014 and interfering in the 
2016 US presidential election on behalf of Donald Trump, and Russia is bound to conduct 
other threatening actions in the near future. Another threat that lies outside of the Western 
Hemisphere is China, which through economic power and a growing military presence 
has begun to assert itself on the global stage. Often found using cyber-attacks, currency 
manipulation, and other potentially dangerous tactics, China should not be overlooked by 
the delegates. 

Perhaps the most mysterious threat is one that Bilderberg itself has come to represent: 
shadowy organizations with a secret agenda that permeate all sectors of society. While 
Bilderberg represents one set of values, there could be a similar organization out there with 
extremely powerful people that are advocating for very different values, which could come 
into conflict with Bilderberg. As society in Europe and North America comes to a crossroads, 
the Bilderberg Group will have to always be on the lookout for other powerful interests groups 
who could be their downfall. All of the actions of the Bilderberg Group will be for the benefit 
of the global political climate, and it will be left up to members of the Group to consolidate 
their power in order to preserve Western ideals and prevent tragedy at the hands of other 
world leaders. 
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Positions:

United States/Canada
(USA) Jared Kushner, Senior Advisor to the President: 
Thrust onto the political scene in 2016, Jared Kushner currently serves as Senior Advisor 
to the President of the United States, who happens to be his father-in-law. After attending 
Harvard and NYU, Kushner inherited his family’s real estate company after his father was 
incarcerated for fraud, and he later acquired the New York Observer newspaper. He married 
Ivanka Trump, daughter of Donald Trump, and ran President Trump’s digital media strategy 
on his 2016 campaign. He later moved into the White House where he became Senior 
Advisor. With this position he is in charge of negotiating peace between Israel and Palestine 
and vaguely negotiates deals of many kinds for the President. Much of Kushner’s acumen, 
whether it be his wealth, influence, or true affiliations, is unknown, but his businesses are all 
over the world and his proximity to the West Wing is second to none. It should also be noted 
that before Trump’s presidential run, Kushner was a registered Democrat.
 
(USA) Michael Bloomberg, former Mayor of New York City:
A man of many different occupations and talents, Michael Bloomberg is an entrepreneur, 
politician, and philanthropist all in one. After attending Johns Hopkins and Harvard, he 
made his fortune as the CEO of Bloomberg LP, a global financial services company famous 
for its Bloomberg terminal financial software. He later forged a career as a politician, serving 
three terms as Mayor of New York City from 2001 to 2013. He has switched political parties 
in the past, going from Democrat to Republican, and then back to Democrat in 2018. He has 
since withdrawn from the idea of re-entering politics, but uses his significant wealth and 
philanthropy initiatives to remain a significant figure in politics and business to this day. 

(USA) Bill Clinton, former President:
The 42nd President of the United States, William Jefferson Clinton, has remained a powerful 
figure in American political circles even after leaving office in 2001. Clinton started by going 
to school at Georgetown and then Yale Law before becoming the Governor of Arkansas during 
the 1980s. His two terms as President from 1993-2001 were marked with economic successes 
and a new international order following the Cold War, but his legacy was stained by the 
Lewinsky scandal near the end of his tenure. After leaving the Oval Office, Clinton supported 
his wife, Hillary, during her posts in public office and her two unsuccessful presidential runs, 
and he has appeared in public speaking engagements consistently for years.  He also started 
the Clinton Foundation, a prominent organization created to combat global issues, but it has 
been subject to many controversies.
 
(USA) Robert Mueller, former Special Counsel:
Publisher of the widely-read Mueller Report, Robert Mueller has just finished his term as 
Special Counsel to the Department of Justice and has held a long career as a public servant. 
After serving with the Marines in Vietnam, he went to school at Princeton and then Virginia 
Law and spent many years as a private practice attorney and Department of Justice official. 
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During the presidencies of George W. Bush and Barack Obama, he served as the director 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for a total of twelve years. During his later 
appointment as Special Counsel, he was in charge of investigating Russian involvement in 
the 2016 election and subsequently published his 448-page report. Despite being out of office, 
Mueller has significant connections in the American legal and law enforcement communities 
due to his extensive experience, and above all, wishes to push aside political lines and seek 
the best path forward for the US. 

(USA) Warren Buffett, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway:
One of the best-known and most successful investors in history, Warren Buffett is the main 
shareholder and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway holding company. Famously based out of Omaha, 
Nebraska, he attended the University of Nebraska and has made his home state his corporate 
headquarters. Berkshire Hathaway owns a large number of other corporations, including 
real estate, minerals, insurance (GEICO), retail (Dairy Queen), manufacturing (Duracell, 
Fruit of the Loom), and airline carriers (United and Delta). Combined with minority stakes 
in companies like American Express, Coca-Cola, and Wells Fargo, Berkshire has become one 
of the largest publicly traded companies in the world. Buffett has been one of the world’s 
largest philanthropists with his vast sums of money and has been known to live frugally 
despite his wealth. Buffett has had many criticisms of the Trump administration and wishes 
to see changes in a variety of policy sectors. 

(USA) Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon:
Jeff Bezos is the founder and CEO of Amazon, which over the past two decades has grown into 
one of the world’s largest companies. After graduating from Princeton in 1986, he founded 
Amazon during a road trip across the country, and the mega-corporation now has its hands 
in many sectors, including e-commerce, artificial intelligence, cloud technology, and video 
streaming. Bezos’ ventures are not limited to his main company, as he also founded the space 
exploration firm Blue Origin, purchased the Washington Post newspaper, and founded a 
venture capital fund called Bezos Expeditions. Bezos’ personal wealth is among the highest 
of any individual in the world, although it has recently taken a large hit due to a divorce with 
his former spouse MacKenzie. While Bezos has been known to support liberal causes and has 
butted heads with Donald Trump on several occasions, he is never afraid to turn down a good 
business deal, even if the other partner is of questionable character. 

(CAN) Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada:
Coming from a political family, Justin Trudeau achieved what seemed to be his destiny when 
he was elected Prime Minister of Canada in 2015. He is the son of former Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau and attended McGill University during his younger years. After obtaining 
leadership of the Liberal Party in 2013, they won the general election two years later, sending 
him to the top office in Canada. His policies have been a stark contrast to those in America, 
pushing a center to center-left, progressive slate of ideals and close cooperation with European 
allies. Trudeau’s polling numbers have fallen since he assumed office, and if radical change is 
to take place south of the border, then likely he will have to fend off other political challengers 
within Canada itself. 
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(USA) Tod D. Wolters, Supreme Allied Commander Europe:
One of the most important military officials in the transatlantic alliance, Tod D. Wolters 
currently serves as NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Europe. In this role, he is the 
principal military commander in the NATO alliance and heads many joint efforts between 
the member states’ militaries. He serves as the military head of the dual executive of NATO, 
along with the political head (Secretary-General). Wolters is a General in the United States Air 
Force, having graduated from the Academy and serving as a pilot for more than 5000 hours 
of combat time. His connections in both the US military and the militaries of our European 
allies will be crucial to facing threats that endanger the Western world. 

(USA) Oprah Winfrey, Media Mogul:
Considered by many to be the “Queen of Media” and potentially one of the most influential 
women on earth, Oprah Winfrey achieved her fame through hosting the Oprah Winfrey Show 
from 1986 to 2011. Her show was consistently one of the highest rated of its time, and she 
became known for her emotional delivery, her incredible self-help strategies, her spotlight 
onto marginalized communities, and her tremendous generosity. Since the show ended, she 
shifted her efforts to managing the Oprah Winfrey Network, additional philanthropic causes, 
and other forms of media. Her influence can be seen by examining the “Oprah effect.” By 
her merely speaking positively about a product, the sales of that product soar through the 
roof. The same could be said about her efforts in politics, which were largely hidden until she 
widely campaigned for Barack Obama in 2008 and was one of his largest and most influential 
supporters. 

(USA) David Solomon, Chairman of Goldman Sachs:
David M. Solomon is currently the chairman of the Goldman Sachs Group (GS), one of the 
world’s most powerful investment banks. In this role, he oversees the company’s capacity as 
an intermediary of government securities, a direct bank, and an investor for clients around 
the world. Solomon and GS share a very close relationship with many officials within Western 
governments and financial institutions, as many GS employees move on to work and even 
lead important financial bodies such as the US Treasury and the World Bank. Solomon also 
is well-known for his disc jockeying ability, and has produced several successful EDM singles 
under the stage name “DJ D-Sol,” with over 300,000 monthly listeners on Spotify at the time 
this was written. 

Europe:
(UK) Charles, Prince of Wales:
One of the senior figures in the British royal family, Prince Charles is the heir apparent to 
the British throne, currently held by his mother, Elizabeth. Charles attended Cambridge and 
then served in both the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force during the 1970s. In his duties 
with the Royal Family, he performs many ceremonial engagements across the UK and the 
world, and his workload on such matters has increased as his parents have gotten older. 
Charles has extensive holdings in charities in many sectors, and his work in philanthropy is 
known throughout the world. He also is a huge advocate of pro-environment policies, at odds 
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with some of today’s lawmakers. As a royal, he has connections with other powerful royalty 
around Europe, creating a vast network. Along with his sons William and Harry, his voice 
rings loud across Europe to create positive change. 

(ITA) Federica Mogherini, EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs:
Perhaps the foremost diplomat in European politics, Federica Mogherini serves in the relatively 
new position of EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security, commonly called 
High Rep. In this role, she serves as the chief of the European External Action Service, the 
EU’s diplomatic corps, and coordinates the work of the member states’ foreign ministers. She 
also serves as Vice President of the policy-writing European Commission and participates in 
head of state meetings at the European Council. Her past experience as a parliamentarian in 
Italy and as Italy’s foreign minister, combined with her current role, gives her connections 
around the world. Mogherini has been known to push for rapprochement with Russia and for 
closer relations with the United States, which has been contrary to many domestic political 
currents in Western nations. 

(FRA) Christine Lagarde, Chair of the International Monetary Fund: 
A veteran financier and political figure, Christine Lagarde is a powerful French lawyer who 
currently serves as the Chair of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), one of the world’s 
leading financial institutions. She previously served many roles in the French government, 
including Minister of Commerce, Minister of Finance, and Minister of Agriculture. Lagarde 
has proven herself at all levels to be a formidable leader and policymaker, and her role at IMF 
will be crucial to maintaining stability in the world economy. The IMF’s main responsibilities 
lie in helping the world market maintain stability and lending to those who may be unable to 
balance payments, making them a powerful financial force. Lagarde will have to carefully use 
her power and connections to make sure that the world economy stays afloat. 

(GER) Manfred Weber, Member of European Parliament:
Born and raised in Bavaria, Manfred Weber is a German politician who currently serves as 
a Member of European Parliament (MEP) and as the leader of the European People’s Party 
(EPP) within the Parliament. Weber got his start in local politics, entering the Bavarian 
assembly at 29, and he currently maintains a lot of influence in Bavaria through his local party, 
the Christian Social Union (CSU). Weber leads the EPP, which is the cooperation of center-
right parties and is currently the largest supranational party of its kind in the EU. Weber, 
therefore, has considerable influence in European politics and wishes to keep integrating the 
European political system. Weber and the EPP face many threats from fringe parties on both 
sides of the spectrum and seek to regain popularity with many voters. 

(NLD) Ben van Beurden, CEO of Royal Dutch Shell:
Ben van Beurden is the head of Dutch oil giant Royal Dutch Shell, one of the world’s largest 
companies. Born in the Netherlands and educated in Delft, he soon rose up the ranks of the 
oil conglomerate to bring them new levels of profits and industry diversification. He has 
risen to CEO, which places him in charge of Shell’s operations all across the globe in oil 
extraction, production, distribution, and trading of power sources. While they are a leader in 
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the oil and gas industry, Shell also has considerable resources in the renewable energy sector. 
The company has extensive contacts within energy departments in major countries, and van 
Beurden of all people knows that without the support and production of Shell, many nations 
would face energy crises.  

(UK) Richard Branson, CEO of Virgin Group:
Sir Richard Branson has become one of the world’s most prolific entrepreneurs and 
philanthropists. Starting off from humble beginnings, he founded Virgin Records, which 
later expanded into Virgin Airways and a number of other business ventures that would take 
his operations around the globe. Today, Virgin Group is in charge of over 400 firms in many 
areas including music, retail, air transport, and space exploration (Virgin Galactic). Due to 
his success, his appearances on many forms of media, his attempts to break random world 
records, and his privately-owned island in the Caribbean, Branson has become a globally 
recognizable figure. Branson has voiced displeasure at recent political trends, especially 
those in the UK, and wishes to help shift the world in a new direction.

(NOR) Jens Stoltenberg, NATO Secretary-General:
A widely accomplished politician, Jens Stoltenberg is a former Prime Minister of Norway 
and is the current Secretary-General of NATO. Stoltenberg had a long public service career in 
Norway, holding titles such as Minister for the Environment, Minister for Finance, and finally 
Prime Minister. He ascended to Secretary-General of NATO in 2014, taking over the political 
helm of the alliance. He is responsible for coordinating each member state’s government on 
security matters and being the main spokesperson for the alliance (note: the NATO Secretary 
General does not have direct military command). He is widely connected across European 
military and political circles and will have to foster cohesion within the NATO alliance to deal 
with external threats ahead. 

(ITA) Mario Draghi, President of European Central Bank:
Perhaps one of the most powerful financial figures in the world, Mario Draghi is an Italian 
economist who is now the President of the European Central Bank (ECB). The ECB, based in 
Frankfurt, Germany, regulates the monetary policy of Eurozone members and the stability of 
the Euro, one of the world’s most powerful currencies. Draghi attended Sapienza University 
in Rome and established a long and successful career for himself in powerful places such 
as the Bank of Italy, the World Bank, and Goldman Sachs. He was elected ECB president 
in 2011 and has guided the Eurozone through some rocky crises throughout his term. He 
is also a member of the Group of Thirty, a secret collective of the world’s biggest financiers. 
Draghi and the ECB desperately seek to maintain the European integration that has fueled 
the continent’s development.

(HUN) George Soros, Investor:
George Soros is one of the most famous investors on the planet (or infamous, depending 
on who you ask). Born in Hungary, he moved to the UK and later the US where he built his 
fortune in hedge fund management. He is sometimes called “the man who broke the Bank 
of England” due to his short selling of British pounds in 1993, causing the Black Wednesday 
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currency crisis. Despite being a multi-billionaire, Soros has donated most of his net worth to 
charitable or political causes through his Open Society Foundation. His frequent donations 
have made him the subject of many conspiracy theories and criticisms, mainly from right-
wing and nationalist figures. Whether George Soros is truly a puppet-master or not, the world 
may never know….

(SUI) Gianni Infantino, President of FIFA:
Of both Swiss and Italian origin, Gianni Infantino is the President of FIFA, the world’s 
governing football (soccer) body. After studying in Switzerland and learning to speak six 
languages, Infantino started working with UEFA, the European subdivision of FIFA on the 
administrative side. He oversaw the expansion of the Euro tournament to 24 teams and has 
made significant strides in reforming the game before becoming FIFA President in 2016. As 
president, he has significant say in working with leagues and national associations around 
the world, and considering the global importance of soccer as a sport, a very high cultural 
influence. FIFA, of course, has undergone its fair share of corruption scandals, and Infantino 
has been indicted in the past, but he still holds the trust of many and looks to integrate the 
Beautiful Game into the changing global landscape. 


